We have examined the transmission of soft X-ray pulses from the FERMI free electron laser through carbon films of varying thickness, quantifying nonlinear effects of pulses above and below the carbon K-edge. At typical of soft X-ray free electron laser intensities, pulses exhibit linear absorption at photon energies above and below the K-edge, $308 and $260 eV, respectively; whereas two-photon absorption becomes significant slightly below the K-edge, $284.2 eV. The measured two-photon absorption cross section at 284.18 eV ($6 Â 10 À48 cm 4 s) is 7 orders of magnitude above what is expected from a simple theory based on hydrogen-like atoms -a result of resonance effects.
Introduction
The development of ultrafast lasers capable of producing pulses with high energies and peak powers has enabled the general study of matter by nonlinear spectroscopic methods [1, 2] . While this field has heretofore been limited to optical wavelengths, extension to X-ray wavelengths promises to provide an element-and chemical-specific probe, capable of yielding vital new information [3, 4] . However, the lack of high peak power X-ray light sources with requisite spatio-temporal coherence has thus far precluded the study of nonlinear effects at those energies [5] . Very recently, the advent of X-ray free electron lasers (FELs) has extended the field of nonlinear optics [6] to X-ray wavelengths and FELs have been used to further the understanding of X-ray-induced lasing processes [7] , transient gratings [8] , second harmonic generation [9, 10] , and sum frequency generation [11] .
Two-photon absorption (TPA), wherein two photons are absorbed simultaneously, is a fundamental third-order nonlinear optical process (shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 1 ) [12] . Since being demonstrated in the 1960s [13] , TPA has been widely exploited, from initializing polymerization for 3D data storage [14] to microscopy in biological systems [15] . In contrast to optical https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2018.05.021 0009-2614/Ó 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.
TPA, core-level TPA is very sensitive to the energy of the photon relative to the sample absorption edge and is element specific [16] . This has been studied previously for core-level absorption in zirconium [16] , germanium [17] , and copper [18] solids as well as neon [19] , helium [20] , and hydrogen gases [21, 22] . These studies showed that TPA scales as Z -6 (where Z is the atomic number), with large increases in cross section as one approaches an electronic core-level absorption edge [23] . As such, the effects of TPA will need to be taken into account when conducting transmission experiments that utilize light sources capable of generating strong radiation fields, such as X-ray FELs. Furthermore, TPA has different selection rules, enabling transitions to electronic states of matter which are dipole-forbidden and thus inaccessible by conventional X-ray absorption methods. Here, we demonstrate that soft X-ray TPA in carbon is consistent with recent studies performed at hard X-ray energies, demonstrating that significant TPA is observed near the carbon K-absorption edge.
Experimental

Experimental design
Soft X-ray transmission experiments were performed at EIS-TIMEX at the FERMI FEL-2 free electron laser in Trieste [24] [25] [26] [27] . FEL-2 is based on a double high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) conversion scheme wherein the first stage of the FEL serves as a pump for the second stage. The FEL beam was propagated along the Photon Analysis, Delivery, and Reduction System (PADReS), which includes shot-to-shot photon diagnostics (I 0 monitor, PRE-STO (Pulse-Resolved Energy Spectrometer (Transparent and Online))) and a gas attenuator (6 m, N 2 , 1.7 mbar) to remove the first stage FEL radiation [28] . The pulses were then passed through a 2 mm iris to attenuate off-axis emission and focused by an ellipsoidal mirror to a spot size of $350 lm 2 . The drain current from the ellipsoidal mirror served as an additional I 0 monitor. Photon energies of 260.49 eV, 284.18 eV, and 307.86 eV with a pulse duration $25 fs (FWHM) were used. In an FEL source optimized for maximum peak intensity, the frequency upshift from the HGHG process can shorten the pulse duration by a factor of $7/(6n 1/3 ), where n is harmonic number. For a 2 stage HGHG process, the pulse duration can therefore be estimated as (7/6) 2 /(nm) 1/3 , where m is the harmonic in the 2nd stage [29] . The wavelengths used here correspond to harmonic orders n = 11, 12, and 13 for the 1st stage, and m = 5 for the second stage. For the seed laser duration of $67 fs employed here, this results a X-ray pulse duration of $25 fs. Typical flux values were between 10 26 and 10 30 photons cm À2 s À1 for a given shot. At the laser focus, samples could be inserted (called ''sample" herein) or removed (called ''no sample" herein). Unsupported nanocrystalline graphite films (thickness: 100, 300, 500 nm) mounted onto L1.0 rings (10 mm diameter) from Lebow company (Goleta, CA) were used as targets. The linear, total electron yield, spectrum of a 500 nm film is shown on the right in Fig. 1 . The films were rastered between each laser shot to ensure that a pristine sample was probed. The transmitted beam was propagated through a 600 nm Al filter to prevent camera saturation, onto a grating in first order (Hitachi cod. 001-0450, 2400 gr/ mm central groove density), and finally onto a Princeton Instruments PIXIS-XO 400B CCD camera [30] . The use of a spectrometer enables the spatial separation of the transmitted fundamental FEL beam from the concomitant higher order radiation from the FEL and the expected X-ray emission signal from the graphite sample allowing for the direct characterization of TPA without contamination from other competing effects such as the reabsorption of soft X-ray emission which has been observed at X-ray FEL fluences [31] . A single image was recorded for each pulse. The experimental design is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
Data Analysis
Each dataset comprises hundreds of FEL pulses. The number of photons transmitted is calculated from the signal measured on the CCD, scaling for the transmission through the 600 nm Al filter and the spectrometer efficiency (entrance slits, grating, detector) [32] . The number of input photons is similarly determined with the sample removed and correlated to the drain current measured from the ellipsoidal focusing mirror immediately upstream of the sample. The established relationship enables the determination of the number of input photons with the sample present. The points were binned and the ratio between the number of photons detected with and without samples is plotted against the X-ray intensity (photons cm À2 s À1 ).
The transmission through a sample for a single photon event is given as
where I S is the signal intensity with a sample and I NS is the signal intensity with no sample, a is the absorption coefficient (cm 2 /g), Fig. 1 . Experimental schematic. X-ray pulses from the FEL are focused and either intercepted by a sample or allowed to transmit, before being dispersed by a grating and imaged by a camera. This design permits a direct determination of transmission. Right: Linear, total electron yield, spectrum for a 500 nm graphite sample. X-ray TPA measurements were conducted at 3 discrete photon energies show in the dashed lines. Inset: Schematic of the dominant processes observed in this work, two-photon absorption. While linear (one-photon) absorption is always present, the rate of two-photon absorption is particularly sensitive to the absorption edge and the nature of the excited state. Only the lowest energy studied here is a virtual state. I 0 (x) and I(x) represent the intensity of the input (I NS ) and transmitted beams (I S /I NS ), respectively.
c is the density of the material (g/cm 3 ) , and x is the thickness (cm). As both the thickness and density can be assumed constant, the absorption (A = acx) should be constant for a given sample. For two-photon events the ratio is given as
where b is the two-photon absorption coefficient. As b is constant for a given energy and the density and thickness do not change for a given sample, bcx will be constant for a given sample. Thus, when both one-photon and two-photon absorption occur, the total ratio should be
where a ¼ e Àacx (linear absorption) and b ¼ bcx (two-photon absorption) [12] . The two-photon absorption cross section was determined by following an established procedure described in the literature [16, 18] . Note that the two-photon absorption data are significantly less sensitive to the quality of the laser pulse than are other nonlinear processes (e.g., second harmonic generation) [10] , and so this effect can be observed without filtering based on lasing mode.
Results and discussion
The soft X-ray transmission through the sample at 260.49 eV, 284.18 eV, and 307.86 eV measured as a function of intensity and sample thickness is shown in Fig. 2A, B , and C respectively. The sample thicknesses shown are 100 nm (green circles), 300 nm (blue diamonds) and 500 nm (red squares). The average value of the measured transmission for a given sample thickness is shown with dashed lines, and a curve fit to Eq. (3) is shown using solid lines. Aside from the expected lower transmission, no significant effects are observed as a function of increasing sample thickness.
Transmission is sensitive to nonlinear processes both above and below the K-edge resonance. In both Fig. 2A and C, the transmission is roughly constant as a function of X-ray intensity. This implies that there are no significant nonlinear absorption effects at these energies (260.49 eV and 307.86 eV), suggesting that, at the intensities employed here (<10 30 photons cm À2 s -1 ), the current generation of soft X-ray FELs can be used off-resonance near the carbon K-edge as a probe of linear processes without concern for nonlinear processes affecting absorption cross sections. While other effects like harmonic generation and saturation are possible, the setup here allows such possibilities to be eliminated [10] . Further effects such as those seen due to reabsorption of soft X-ray emission are unlikely to be the cause of the effects seen here [31] . As the absolute linear cross section is significantly higher at 307.86 eV than at 284.18 eV, one would expect reabsorption effects to be visible at 307.86 eV, but it is not found in this work.
We note that the nonresonant two-photon absorption cross section as previously derived [16] . (3) ). The calculated value, from evaluation of Eq. (4) with Z carbon = 6, of 2.72 Â 10 À55 cm 4 s is 7 orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental value found on resonance here (6 Â 10 À48 cm 4 s). The effects of two-photon absorption are only observed when the laser is on-resonance, just below the graphite 1s ? p* peak at 284.18 eV, as shown in Fig. 2B .
At lower X-ray intensities, the transmission through the sample is roughly constant. However, above a threshold ($10 27 photons cm À2 s À1 ) a gradual decrease in transmission due to two-photon absorption is observed. The shape of the curves matches well with that predicted for two-photon absorption (Eq. (3)) at both 300 nm and 500 nm sample thicknesses. A more accurate cross section prediction closer to resonance would be [18] r TPA ðZ;
where E 1 is the binding energy -284.2 eV for the C 1s [32] -and E i is the input photon energy taken from the literature. The effects of being near the absorption edge has previously been investigated in some detail for hard X-ray photons [18] . Eq. (5) predicts a cross section of 4.4 Â 10 À51 cm 4 s at 284.18 eV. However, as we are on a resonance the equation is likely not applicable as it does not account for resonance effects and these could play an indeterminate role here. As the difference between the binding energy and the laser energy is small, minute laser energy fluctuations will have large impacts on the cross section and may have an unknown effect on the absolute value of this cross section. As such the absolute measured value should be viewed with some caution. Here the observed Average values of the points shown are represented by the dashed lines, while the two-photon absorption fit discussed in the text is shown as a solid line. Only at 284.18 eV is a large difference seen between the average value and the fitted curve. This is due to two-photon absorption. The log scale highlights the transition from the linear to nonlinear regimes. The samples are thin enough to enable transmission measurements. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) laser energy fluctuations are estimated at 0.03 eV, and the spectral width can be large as 0.5% of the central energy. These fluctuations are enough to result in a certain fraction of the photons to be above resonance, likely lowering the two-photon absorption cross section reported here significantly [27] . The two-photon absorption cross section at 260.49 eV and 307.86 eV cannot be determined from these measurements due to low signal to noise ratios, but it is at least three orders of magnitude lower than what is observed at 284.18 eV.
In monitoring transmission, these measurements are inherently sensitive to a variety of nonlinear processes and can be used above the absorption edge. At energies well above the edge, X-ray induced transparency is another possible phenomenon [33] . This would manifest as an increase in transmission at high intensity in Fig. 2C , but was not observed for the intensity range investigated here.
Conclusions
Transmission measurements of soft X-ray free electron laser pulses through graphite were made near the carbon K-edge. At energies 25 eV above or below the K-edge absorption onset, the FEL behaves primarily as a linear absorption probe. Near the edge, significant two-photon absorption is observed, and is several orders of magnitude larger than would be predicted if not at resonance. This result has significant implications for future timeresolved XAS studies utilizing FEL probes, as such measurements will need to account for the effects of TPA if conducted in a transmission geometry. The observed two-photon cross section ($6 Â 10 À48 cm 4 s) is similar to trends from previous measurements. 
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